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GM’s Notes
Run Number: 2351 – AGM Run
Date: 2nd March 2017
Venue: Quarry, Botanical Gardens
Bunny: Committee
It was left to Akz Hole and myself to set the Committee AGM Run which we did late morning in
sunshine. However the clouds rolled in and a wet evening certainly threatened and which alas came
to pass.
The run itself was fairly straightforward as it was the AGM and we wanted everyone out in time to
enjoy the dinner later at White Beach restaurant. We went in over the bridge and by the old gazebo
but then cut almost immediately left and started skirting towards the shooting range but then cut
back further on and climbed. Skirt, climb, skirt, climb was the order of the day. Finally skirting back
towards the quarry before the final push to the top ridge and On Down the trail at the back of the
shooting range and out at the black pipe.

As it was the AGM the Lady members, 21 of them out of 27, arrived early to make their choice in the
governance of the Club over the next twelve months by selecting a new Committee. Just as the
meeting started the rain came down heavily and had everyone scrambling quickly for umbrellas but
the meeting continued until its conclusion not long after 6.00pm. I will say more about this later.
Instead of keeping the men waiting it was decided to set them off early and they gratefully set off
rain or no rain!! The trail was fairly easy to negotiate when we set it but with the rain it would no
doubt become very slippery and slow everyone down.
The hashers started to return just before the hour with the last to return guest Peter. Not quite sure
why things happen to Peter but he was spotted going the wrong way when exiting on to the top
ridge track. He was apparently hailed but either didn’t hear or miss heard what was being shouted.
I believe he went right to the top and then came back by the Jeep road. So a much longer run for him
but was still back for the circle.
After the circle we all adjourned to White Beach where the beer was free and subsidised for the
evening and which flowed well. The food was delicious and one of the best we have had there.
I take this opportunity to thank my out-going Committee, Anjalai, Rosalind and Cheng for their
support and help over the past twelve months. I would like also to thank others who helped behind
the scenes too. They are also very important to us.
Welcome to the new Committee. I look forward to working with you all throughout the coming year.
Let’s make it a great one for the Harriets!
This year’s Committee is:
GM : Jesbir @ JustBeer
VGM: Bibi @ Tulips
On Sec: Nikki @ Biking Sheila
On Cash: Jennifer Chin
Auditor: Edna @ Mother Hen

Circle
1. Welcome the guests Peter and Susan. Great to hear you found your glasses from last week
Peter but they seem not to have done you much good as you followed the wrong paper it
seems!!
2. If you thought the GM didn’t like talking during circle time then you will think the new VGM
Bibi Tulips is worse (yet, as freely admitted, she often talked during circle time herself) but
today it was a no no for Pussycat as she was called to the ice for talking too much!!

3. Did you hear the story about the umbrella and the hash? No? Well it’s not being told here
again. Suffice it to say that AML was on the ice having reclaimed her umbrella lost some time
ago and all is well in the World.
4. A charge from the floor saw the GM on the ice. The charge, ironically made by Good year
who didn’t do the full run but cut straight up to the ridge, was for having clipped too little
paper.
5. Right Hand Drive @ Rajan has decided to rejoin the Harriets after a gap of around 3 years or
so. Welcome back. You must have forgotten in your absence that you NEVER wear new shoes
to the hash!!
6. Thank you to the outgoing Committee. You did a great job in running the Club for the past
year!

Next week we are at Mount Pleasure for Counterfeit’s run. Please come and support.

Hareline 2017
Bunny: Counterfeit
Date: 9th March
Venue: Mount Pleasure
Date

Hare/Bunny

Venue

2353

16 Mar Handyman

Permai Shoplot

2354

23 Mar Mark & Spencer

Ayer Itam Dam

2355

30 Mar Kissing(h)er

Mount Pleasure

2356

06 Apr Missy

TAR College, Temple

2357

13 Apr Molly

Jln Tembaga, In. Temple

2358

20 Apr Toddy

Bukit Gambir

2359

27 Apr Bibi Tulips

Leader Garden

The AGM

INVITATION RUNS

Mother Hash 80th Anniversary
Hash House Harriers (1938), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,

is pleased to announce that it will be holding a celebration to observe its

80th Anniversary in September, 2018.
Hashers from all corners of the hash diaspora bearing our name, or variations of it, are cordially invited to ‘return’ to the cradle – and the Eden - of hashdom, for a grand extravaganza in celebration of this momentous milestone. Participants will get to be a part of what is shaping up to be the largest congregation of hashers the world
has ever known.
Motherhash is ready to welcome you back to the origins; be transported back in time to where our hash forebears first germinated and gave birth to our very realm. Gispert and his band of trailblazing initiates of 1938 will
be on hand, metaphorically, to welcome you back to our spiritual home, the HASH HOUSE. Yes, Motherhash’s
80thAnniversary will conjunct with the unveiling of the resurrected HASH HOUSE, albeit by necessity in a different locality.
Be the fortunate first 1000 registrants, and pay only RM350.00 for the hashing experience of your lifetime! Registrations can be done online. Visit our website at: www.motherhash.com, and click on the link to our 80Th Anniversary.
Please note that registrations are only accepted via our online registration portal as mentioned above, so please
help out your friends who are not so IT savvy. We will not accept any hard copy or direct registrations. This 3
days event is open to ladies as well.
Hardy Boy
Organising Secretary
Motherhash’s 80th Anniversary Committee

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or
any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that may happen to you.

